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Hello to you all from Weymouth where
A little message for Phil Marshman,
I feel the spring season has arrived as the hope you are now better!
view from my window is of sunshine and
A personal message to all our Blood
the flowers, confirming what I say as they Donors; “THANK YOU”.
start to bloom.
My health problems have started to
improve!
I may not have told you! After the Gaul
Stone problem I was called back into
Hospital late one night with a blood
problem as it appeared my white cells
were battling with the red.
I mentioned the Garden! well several
So at one fifteen am the ambulance
years
ago a birdhouse was made and
arrived and whisked me off to Dorchester
placed in one of the trees in the garden
Hospital.
and now there is a possibility of Tenants so
My blood arrived, but not till Monday
David is preparing the camera. Any tips?
and the blood transfusions started and
Keep well and happy filming,
honestly I lost count of how many. My
consultant now confirms improvement.

Anne Vincent

Stonehouse

Teign

Gloucester

Tom
Hardwick

One to
Watch

Lee Prescott

I find it so infuriating when software is
“upgraded” to a new super- duper, all
singing and dancing, must have version.
However, in actual fact they have not
improved anything or added anything
useful at all.
All they usually do is change the look
and jumble up all the menus, so things
that you could do and find easily are now
hidden deep in a different menu within a
illogical sub menu.
Microsoft Word is a good [or bad]
example. On one of my computers, I have
a version that is eighteen years old and it
works fine, I’ve never thought, “I wish it
could…”.
But, in the improved versions things
seem much more complicated.

Weymouth

For example; I used to be able to
select some text, right click and convert to
table; and vice versa. Now it’s buried in
the Insert, Table sub menu. Why! Grr!.

The makers of the program I use to
create this magazine used to continually
get in touch to encourage me to upgrade
to the new wiz bang version.
When asked what the new version
would do that the old version couldn’t
they were stumped. Well it’s new and
better, they would say.

I do find the upgrades to Adobe
products are, generally speaking, actual
upgrades that either improve workflow,
add functionality or automation.
I’m arguing against myself now I know.
But you wouldn’t begrudge an old
man the opportunity to moan, would you?
Keep Smiling
Pip
pipcritten@googlemail.com
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Unlike most film clubs, at RFVM, we meet every
Tuesday for 32 weeks, and that’s a lot of programme
planning! I was asked just recently by a newer member
“why do we break for the summer, when it’s a great
time to be making films?” Good question I thought,
although as the programme co ordinator, I personally
breathe a sigh of relief at the idea of a 4 month break!
Apparently it is a long standing tradition, partly
because members go on holiday from end of May, to
September, but also because it’s too light in the
evenings in our meeting hall to project films.
Summer is though, a great time for film making,
and we are not therefore idle over the summer
months. Our penultimate meeting of the year, is called
“Summer Project Planning”. This is a chance for script
writers to pitch their ideas. Members can then decide
which script they might fancy getting involved with,
and our aim is to get teams together with camera
crews, audio crew, directors, editors, actors etc so that
each script will have the best chance of being made.
&From experience, even though we have 4 months
of summer break, there are a limited number of days
when the crews are ALL available. My advice would be,
the fewer people involved the better.
If you are not a script writer, and stuck for an idea,
why not think about rewriting a classic story? It could
be a tragedy, a comedy or even a fairytale. I attended
a creative writing course for a few weeks earlier this
year and heard of someone who rewrote Cinderella.
They wrote from the POV of Cinderella’s daughter and
the script began with a young girl asking her Mum
“How did you and Dad meet?”. Great idea I thought.
Inspiration can come from anywhere, and I have a
comedy script idea in mind which is based on a recipe
written on an apron someone gave me which they
bought on holiday in Africa. I would not call myself a
script writer, but have had a go now for a couple of
years, and have had great fun, got to know other
members better, and been thrilled with the end
results. Two of my films even got 3 stars at BIAFF…. But
these are very much a TEAM effort.
If like us, you have a limited number of “actors”
amongst your membership you could try getting in
touch with local amateur theatre groups or a website
who act as agents for budding actors. Many of these
actors love being film stars, are desperate to build their
portfolio of work, and in return for a copy of the film,
happy to work on a no budget film. Apart from
anything else, it’s always a refreshing change to see
some new faces on the big screen when you share your
finished film at your club next season.
We also have a open invitation to drop in at a pub
each Tuesday over the summer, so that those who
want to, can still have the social interaction with club
friends over the summer, which for some is just as
important as making a film.
Anne Massey
CHAIR RFVM

We have had a busy time this year having had seven
competitions to date and 24 films entered.
An excellent achievement by all concerned.
Our Video Road Road Shows keep us active with five
already done and another 15 bookings in the diary,
including 2 for next year.
Our Annual Inter Club Competition, which was
planned for 3rd.March, fell victim to the snow and was
cancelled. This was the first occasion that I am personally
aware of such an event in its 51 years.
We were saddened to hear recently that Cheltenham
Video Makers had closed.
However the good news is that 7 former members
joined us at our last meeting and entered some films in
our Travelogue and Open Competitions. And what's more
were successful. The Travelogue Competition was won by
Lynne Garner's film 'Galapagos'.
Looking ahead I note two practical evenings.
In May "Recording and Editing Narration" and in June we
take to the skies to learn about "Filming With A Drone".
This under the tuition of Kate Rendell, our youngest
member ,who has become quite an expert in this area.
With some more competitions later in the year, plus a
social event, we have lots to keep us busy.
John Greene.
Gloucester Film Makers.

STONEHOUSE & STROUD
VIDEO UNIT
Our next club project involving Lee myself and the
main star character Brad Christy is another mystery /
thriller.
It involves a new actor, who has his first taste of
filmdom playing a rather seedy character. His name is
Ryan Critchley, he is in his thirties, but is a person who can
portray “nastiness” quite well.
As for the main character Brad, now turned 16, still
shows great potential as a natural actor and makes the
process seem easy. As Lee has stated before, Brad. takes
to the art form quite naturally, takes Direction well and on
many occasions foresees precisely what is required. The
camera “likes” him too.
The story briefly involves a person with special mind
abilities and what happens if you don’t have control over
them. The project will probably begin around May with
weather improvements and when Lee has fully recovered
from his injuries.
Special thanks also to Lee for always organizing actors
and locations and his excellent editing work.
Mike Szewzcuk

With the passing of Comic Genius Sir Ken Dodd my
thoughts turned back to the days of many great comedian
entertainers both stage and screen. It is my view that
today’s so called comedians “don’t hold a candle” to any
of those from way back!

1946 to take part in the Royal Variety Performance of that
year.

First off:- Teresa O’Shea, born 13�� March 1913,
Cardiff, Wales, died. 21�� April 1995, Leesburg, Florida,
USA. She was a warm and immensely endearing
entertainer, “Two Ton Tessie”, as she called herself and
was billed, was taken to watch variety acts perform at
Cardiff Empire when she was only four years old.

During the 1950’s, as the advent of television
gradually closed most of the variety theatres, Tessie
continued to work in summer shows and cabaret, and on
radio, as well as appearing in provincial productions of
plays such as “Sailor Beware”, and Peter Ustinov’s
“Romanoff and Juliet”. On 8 December 1963, she opened
on Broadway in Noël Coward’s “The Girl Who Came To
Supper”, a musical adaptation of Terence Rattigan’s play
“The Sleeping Prince”. She was an enormous success as
the splendid cockney fish-and-chips seller, Ada Cockle,
and stopped the show every night with her exuberant
rendition of ‘London’ is a little bit of all – right…… (nobody
can deny that’s true’).

Later she won talent contests for her singing and
dancing, and when she was 12, made her solo stage debut
at the Bristol Hippodrome. This was followed by an
engagement at the Chiswick Empire and further variety
circuit bookings. Always conscious of her more than
ample girth - she eventually reached 17 stones in weight O’Shea dressed initially in comic clothes - elastic-sided
boots, striped stockings and over-large hats. In the early
days she based her act on the legendary Lily Morris, and
belted out numbers such as ‘Josh-u-ah’, ‘Don’t Have Any
More, Missus Moore’, ‘Hold Your Hand Out, Naughty
Boy’, ‘Why Am I Always The Bridesmaid’.

In 1949, she toured with another of Britain’s favourite
‘characters’, dance band Billy Cotton, and their lively
musical revue “Tess And Bill” was also resident at
London’s Victoria Palace for a season.

She won the Tony Award for Supporting/Featured
Actress, and returned to New York in 1966 (complete with
Welsh accent) with another musical, “A Time For Singing”,
based on Richard Llewellyn’s “How Green Was My
Valley”. Tessie O’Shea became the toast of Broadway, was
a guest on all the US television chat shows and played the
Nurse in a New Orleans Repertory Theatre presentation of
Shakespeare’s “Romeo And Juliet”. She also won an
‘Emmy’ for her part in a television version of “Dr. Jekyll
And Mr. Hyde”.
She was back in Britain in 1970 at the Blackpool Opera
House with comedian Ken Dodd, and also in the television
comedy “As Good Cooks Go”. In later years domiciled in
the USA, she had a cameo role as Mrs Hobday in the Walt
Disney movie “Bedknobs And Broomsticks” and starred in
a Las Vegas revue. O’Shea continued to return to Britain
occasionally, reminding audiences of her position as a
very unique entertainer.

Frank Randle was an English comedian. A
contemporary of fellow Lancastrians George Formby and
Gracie Fields. He was regarded as more subversive,
probably the reason that the immense popularity he
enjoyed has not survived him. He was born on January 30,
1901, in Aspull, Wigan, his actual name was Arthur
Hughes. He died on July 7, 1957 of TB and alcohol abuse.

By the late 1930s she was a star, regularly playing
summer seasons in Blackpool, and topping bills
throughout the country accompanying herself on the
banjo singing songs such as ‘I Met Him By The Withered
Weeping Willows’, ‘Nobody Loves A (Fat) Fairy When
He was a good friend of George Formby, who later
She’s Forty’. As war broke out: ‘I Fell In Love With An
Airman Who Had Big Blue Eyes But I’m Nobody’s became his chief rival. Frank Randle was one of the
greatest music-hall comedians of all time. His theatre
Sweetheart Now’.
career started in 1916, when he appeared as an acrobatic
During World War II she toured with ENSA, and in
artist under the name of Arthur Twist.
1942 appeared with Leslie ‘Hutch’ Hutchinson, Cecil
It was not until the thirties, however, that he achieved
Frederick, Robby Vincent, and Harry Korris in Robert
Nesbitt’s revue, Happidrome, at the Prince of Wales his greatest popularity and notoriety as a comedian
whose wild, manic temperament introduced a fresh note
theatre, London.
of invention into popular entertainment.
In 1944 she topped the bill at the London Palladium
For ten years he ran his own touring company,
with Max Miller, two years later she was back at the
Palladium starring with Nat Jackley, Jimmy Jewel and Ben Randle's Scandals, playing to enthusiastic audiences all
over the country. He also made a number of shoe-string
Warriss in another Nesbitt production, “High Time”.
movies and was the star of Blackpool's most distinguished
In this show, O’Shea made her entrance atop an
summer-season show.
elephant that became pregnant during the run and threw
During the early fifties his health declined and he died
the star off necessitating a three-month period of
in
Blackpool
in 1957. Jeff Nuttall's account of Frank Randle
recuperation. However, she was fit enough by November

is both a portrait of a `very, very funny man' and the story
of his own research, what emerges from his narrative is a
Closing date Tuesday 31st July 2018
beautifully recorded analysis of the ways in which
working-class values are expressed in popular
This is for any film up to 30 minutes long which is not
entertainment and are thus ritualised by it. The image a comedy for example: A Documentary, An Interview, An
Nuttall builds of Randle also allows him to explore the Event, A Drama, An Animation etc
perennial theme of the clown as outsider. With the
It is open to anyone, Certificates will be awarded
passing of Randle, he acknowledges the passing of a
This is an oppertunity to share your serious films with
certain naive optimism which Randle so expressively
a wider audience. A selection of the films will be shown
embodied.
at the Show and Presentations on Saturday 2pm, 8th
Randle was the most popular, successful and highly- September 2018 at The Centenary Club, 21 Jubilee Close,
paid star of his time, yet few people south of Birmingham Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 7BG.
There is also the
ever saw him perform or even ever heard of him. He was opportunity to have the films put up on the IAC SoCo
part of a genre as we now call it, that of a regional comic. webpage if you wish. I understand that a great deal of
By dint of their voices alone the regional comics were effort goes into making films and they deserve to be seen
uniquely of their community. Some, like Albert Modley, and taken seriously.
‘Lancashire’s Favourite Yorkshireman’, were able to cross
over to a wider national audience, but Randle, who often
referred to himself as an
‘amateur’ never appeared to
extend his bailiwick beyond
What are they?
his homeland of terraces,
They are just a bit of fun really! Short light hearted
mills, chimneys, ginnels,
whippets,
ale
houses, comedy films is what we want.
Golden Miles and Alhambras
Something to make people smile.
In the end it was TB
along with the alcoholism
that carried him off in 1957.
He was the dark side of
northern
comedy
to
Formby’s light, but much
more besides. Frank was
about class, masculinity,
regionalism, envy, anger,
hatred even. He was a man
who, for better of worse,
made
absolutely
no
compromises throughout his
entire life. He was a unique
comic talent who we can
only view today through the
lens of the eight movies he
made for Mancunian and the
two movies he made for
Butchers.

The Best two films are then sent from the Southern
Counties Region to the Mermaid Competition which is
open for the other nine regions to enter their top two
films.
The Mermaid competition is judged quite informally
at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) Weekend of the
national Film and Video Institute on 21st October as part
of the IAC Autumn Convention and AGM.
This year it is hosted by CEMRIAC at The Swan Hotel,
Market Harborough.
I was at the judging of the Mermaid Competition last
year and it was just those present voting, no big deal,
perhaps it should be judged on which film gets the biggest
laugh.
Please do send in your films by 31st July 2018 to:
John Simpson, 9 Ford Down Lane, Henley, Buckland
Newton, Dorchester, DT2 7BW.
Phone 01300 345401 Email johnsimpson57@yahoo.co.uk

Frank Randle

“When I was sixteen I went to Blackpool with my
mates. Mancuninan were shooting a part of Randle’s
“Holidays With Pay” (1947) using the Bouncing Bikes on
the Central Pier. I got involved as an ‘Extra’! Randle fixed
his eyes on a pretty ‘teenage girl and so did I! He rode his
bike towards her as I did, (for obvious reasons)! We
collided. He fell off his bike jumped up, swore and hit me
round the head….I hit him back, (naturally), and he fell!
The Director and camera crew zoomed onto us held him
away as he swore and cursed and threatened me ---- the
incident was cut from the film!!! It is on record though I’m
told.”
Lee Prescott

During March, I spent several hours looking through
my collection of Super 8 commercial films and some I had
made myself. The idea, was to decide which ones I no
longer wanted and to sell them on Ebay. I have done this
over the last couple of years, as I would sooner someone
else get the enjoyment from them, while there are still
people out there who have an interest in cine.

camera shake`. That’s the last thing I would have done!!!
Surly people want to see the best image possible?
And why add a projector sound. That’s something that
drives me round the bend!. Surly a good commentary
and/or music are much more preferable than the clacking
of a projector or perhaps it was all an April Fool Pip!?

I do wonder though, if it’s the “film maker” not only in
Yet the thought of sitting within inches of a chattering Pip, but in all of us that drives us to be creative and
projector, is probably one of that does not appeal to those sometimes our decisions may not please everyone.
who never used cine and perhaps some that have, but to
Lastly, why do people refer to `old cine film`? Why not
me it’s a form of escapism, as I become immersed in the
just cine film, or is it a general term that some of us use?
projected image only just a few feet away.
Alan Wallbank
Perhaps the brain somehow links the projectors
sound and image in such a way that I am drawn in and feel
part of what I am watching. Yet when I have copied those
[Editor: I genuinely appreciate your feedback.
images and watch them on a television, the result seems
The degrading was not to the whole film, but the new
to lose its magic.
title sequence. I wrote: “I decided not to add fancy new
Perhaps it could be enhanced with a surround speaker titles so I constructed a template I could use for all films. I
system and a much larger tv screen.
deliberately degraded it and introduced some scratches,
I have a 42inch flat screen plasma and even with the grain and “camera shake” using movement controls. I use
sound turned to its maximum, I find I cannot hear it a sound recording of a projector running at the start and
end to help set the scene that this is old cine footage.”
properly if someone is talking in the next room.
I would now like to move on to Pip Critten’s piece in
the March So-Co News. He writes about having his films
copied, so I went to the website he mentioned. They are
not cheap, but that’s the price of we have to pay
sometimes.

Regarding the Projector noise, I think you rare right
when you say, “Perhaps the brain somehow links the
projectors sound and image in such a way that I am drawn
in and feel part of what I am watching.” That is exactly
what I was hoping to achieve.
Example here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFcU_mYF2aw

Pip Critten]
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degraded it and introduced some scratches, grain and
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Solent Moviemakers held an in house filming evening
Also in the news, On Friday 6 April 8 members of
to make a short story period film, "The Angry Chef".
Solent Moviemakers spent the evening with Wimborne
The club was transformed into a 1940's police station Movie Makers. It was a great evening. Solent members
interview room complete with authentic costumes and showed four of their recent films and Wimborne put on
nearly an hour's show with a variety of their short
props.
humorous films. There was an extended interval with
To create a film noir look a smoke machine was
pork pies and sausage rolls, during which both clubs much
employed to add a certain atmosphere.
enjoyed chatting with their respective members.
Time is running out for entries to be submitted for
Solent Moviemakers first ever Inter-Club Competition.
This competition is now open to any club in the SoCo
region specifically for a documentary of up to 12 minutes.
Entries have to be in by 5 May and the event is being held
on Wednesday 6 June.
For further details please contact Jeremy Holder, their
Chairman. Tel 01794 518093
jh@harlequintg.demon.co.uk
Thanks
Roger Brenton (sec)
The play was recorded by several members and the
resulting films are available to watch on the club web
site, solentmoviemakers.org

I'm always interested to receive questions from my
FVM Positive Image readers, as most of my audience
probably think (but unfortunately don't voice) their lack
of understanding.
But as I tell all my students, there are no silly
questions, only questions, so do pipe up. Les wrote to me
about chip sizes.
I'll attach two photos which should help explain the
differences between the two chip sizes most commonly
used in modern digital cameras, still and video.

I do not know what is meant by APSc. OR Crop-Chip. I
suspect, you are saying the image is seen by the lens
but masked at the edges so the faults do not show on
the final seen image?
I hope my photos bring clarity. The only difference is
that the cropped chip has a far smaller surface area than
the full frame. You can't use a lens designed for the crop
chip on a camera with a full frame chip as the image
circle doesn't have a big enough diameter.
So cropped chip cameras show the same image edge
faults as do full frame cameras. But you can use a full
frame lens on a crop chip camera as I explain in my
article, though a lot of the lens's image circle is ignored.
Your reference to cheap zooms (kit you call it)

Your article is aimed at serious photographers.
Now that's not what I intended at all. Serious
photographers will only be glancing through FVM, it
won't be their go-to publication by any means. So I try
and make my articles entertaining more than technical or
instructional. I can't think of any 'serious photographers'
who would be interested in a £37 prime lens (and here I
refer to the 50mm f/1.8 Chinese Yongnuo lens in Canon
mount).
I had OM2n Olympus. Three lenses.
And your SLR camera used a full size gate, exposing a
36x24 mm of film every time you pushed the shutter
button. You could buy 'half-frame' cameras back then
(my dad had a Yashica) that got twice as many photos
onto a 36 exposure film. That ½ frame film gate was very
similar to the cropped chip so common today.
You call a 18-55 lens cheap and cheerful! Depends
how you evaluate, you’re professionl. Maybe cheap for
you – not me.
C'mon Les, £46 is cheaper than the 50mm prime lens I
test in the article, and I attach an advert for the Nikon
version. £46 will only buy you 7 or so gallons of petrol.

Very nearly all DSLRs these days are sold with the
cheap and cheerful kit (zoom) lens. It's really designed to
'get you up and running' and the hope is you'll but a
more expensive lens pretty soon.
My one and only still camera is Canon G15. How wold
you (technically) describe that?
The G15 is a well respected camera but it uses a very
small chip (see the chip size chart attached). Small chips
are less sensitive to light because their surface area is so
small, so they need to use higher ISO settings in any
given light. This means that their pictures and video are
noisier than images from cameras that use bigger chips.
But small chips use less battery power and run cooler,
and require small lenses, and generally small lenses are
cheaper, lighter, more compact than lenses designed for
big chips. That's what makes the Panasonic SD 900
camcorder and it's ilk so compact.
The Fotodiox adapter- was this cheaper than Sony or
Canon – so did it cause any of the mentioned faults?
Sony and Canon don't make an adapter to enable their
lenses to be used on other makes of mirrorless camera,
which is why firms such as Fotodiox and Metabones have
sprung up to meet the need. Neither company have any
interest in you attaching non-native lenses to their
bodies either.

Years ago Tamron had their Adaptall system which
would let you attach the same lens to different makes of
SLR.
Presumable it has electrical contacts to match the
cameras.
It does indeed. The Fotodiox is basically an alloy tube
with electrical contacts that run through the tube.
Is this responsible for camera/lens definition (Canon
50mm, Yonguno 75 mm?
No, it's simply an inert tube. DSLRs are much 'fatter'
than mirrorless. They space the lens much further away
from the chip to allow the mirror to flap up and down.
So if you use a Canon DSLR lens on a mirrorless body
you have to space it away from the body with the
Fotodiox 'tube'. The lens performance is completely
unaffected.
Lenses are 50 mm f1.8 shouldn’t the view angle be
the same. Why different?
A 50mm lens is always a 50mm lens, regardless of the
body it's attached to. Thing is production tolerances
mean some 50mm lenses have a wider field of view than
other (nominally) 50mm lenses.

All lenses (in fact everything made by man) is built to
production tolerances, so a 50 mm f/1.8 lens is only
nominally so. It can still be called a 50/1.8 if it's a 48.5
mm f/1.92 and so on.
The Canon and Yongnuo demonstrated this clearly,
both lenses probably being either side of the 50mm
designated focal length. So one could've been 48.8 mm
while the other was 50.48 mm (say). This becomes
startlingly clear in side by side testing.
Using an adapter doesn't alter the focal length of any
lens attached to a mirrorless body. The lens is designed
so that the optical centre (where the diaphragm blades
are placed) to the imaging chip is 50mm. The Fotodiox
adapter replaces the space taken up by the mirror box in
the DSLR, which of course the mirrorless doesn't have.
Why avoid ALL filters - and meaning monochrome
and colour?
Filters simply degrade image quality and reduce the
lens hood's efficiency. Filter in post I say, though this is
harder if you shoot movies.
Why is auto focus so bad using an adapter?
I struggle to answer this, but somehow the Sony
knows an adapter is being used and it disables some

SoCo Regional Competition 2018, Closing date Tuesday 31st July 2018
This is for any film up to 30 minutes long which is not a comedy for example: A Documentary, An Interview, An
Event, A Drama, An Animation etc
It is open to anyone in the SoCo Region
A Certificates will be awarded

1.

Entries must be of a light hearted theme with a maximum duration of 30 minutes including
titles and credits.
2. The competition is open to non professional film makers or IAC affiliated clubs from within the
SoCo Region. There are 35 clubs in the SoCo Region, see IAC Website.
3. There is no limit to the number of entries, but each entry must be covered by a separate entry
form
4. Copyright clearance is the responsibility of the entrant(s) and entry forms must be signed.
5. Entries may be High Definition or Standard Definition and may be submitted on disc, memory
stick or via a download link (Link Required)
6. Entries must have been made within the last 5 years and have not been previously entered in
this competition
7. £2 must be submitted by cheque payable to IAC SOUTHERN COUNTIES REGION to cover the
return postage and packing
Show and Presentations Saturday 2pm, 8th September 2018 at The Centenary Club, 21 Jubilee Close,
Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 7BG

Dolphin Competition 2018, Closing date Tuesday 31st July 2018
1.

Entries must be of a light hearted theme with a maximum duration of ten minutes including
titles and credits.
2. The competition is open to non professional film makers or IAC affiliated clubs from within the
SoCo Region. There are 35 clubs in the SoCo Region, see IAC Website.
3. There is no limit to the number of entries, but each entry must be covered by a separate entry
form
4. Copyright clearance is the responsibility of the entrant(s) and entry forms must be signed.
5. Entries may be High Definition or Standard Definition and may be submitted on disc, memory
stick or via a download link (Link Required)
6. Entries must have been made within the last 5 years and have not been previously entered in
this competition
7. The winning entry will be submitted to the IAC National Mermaid Competition to be held in
October.
8. Judges comments will be sent by Email unless no Email address is provided in the entry section.
9. The decision of the competition judges are final
10. Unless indicated otherwise (see above), entries awarded 1 and 2nd place will be included in the
SoCo Awards Road Show DVD and uploaded to the SoCo Competition Website via YouTube.
11. £2 must be submitted by cheque payable to IAC SOUTHERN COUNTIES REGION to cover the
return postage and packing should you wish for your entry to be returned to you. (Please
indicate above)
12. Neither the IAC nor SoCo can accept responsibility for loss or damage to the entry
Show and Presentations Saturday 2pm, 8th September 2018 at The Centenary Club, 21 Jubilee Close,
Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 7BG

Baby Dolphin Competition 2018, Closing date Tuesday 31st July 2018
1.

Entries must be of a light hearted theme with a maximum duration of one minute including
titles and credits.
2. The competition is open to non professional film makers or IAC affiliated clubs from within the
SoCo Region. There are 35 clubs in the SoCo Region, see IAC Website.
3. There is no limit to the number of entries, but each entry must be covered by a separate entry
form
4. Copyright clearance is the responsibility of the entrant(s) and entry forms must be signed.
5. Entries may be High Definition or Standard Definition and may be submitted on disc, memory
stick or via a download link (Link Required)
6. Entries must have been made within the last 5 years and have not been previously entered in
this competition
7. The winning entry will be submitted to the IAC National Mermaid Competition to be held in
October.
8. Judges comments will be sent by Email unless no Email address is provided in the entry section.
9. The decision of the competition judges are final
10. Unless indicated otherwise (see above), entries awarded 1 and 2nd place will be included in the
SoCo Awards Road Show DVD and uploaded to the SoCo Competition Website via YouTube.
11. £2 must be submitted by cheque payable to IAC SOUTHERN COUNTIES REGION to cover the
return postage and packing should you wish for your entry to be returned to you. (Please
indicate above)
12. Neither the IAC nor SoCo can accept responsibility for loss or damage to the entry
Show and Presentations Saturday 2pm, 8th September 2018 at The Centenary Club, 21 Jubilee Close,
Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 7BG

Entry Form for SoCo Regional Competition 2018 - Closing date 31st July 2018
Entry Category [Please indicate X]
q Club Entry
qClub Member Entry

qIAC Member Entry

Title of Film:
Name:
IAC No:
Address:

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Post Code:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Telephone: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Email:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Club:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Description that can be used in the programme:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Format: q Blu-rayq DVD
qMemory Stick q Download (please provide YouTube
or Vimeo URL) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Aspect ratio: q 16:9 q4:3 q Letterbox
Colour: q Colour q B&W
Audio: q Mono q Stereo
I/we agree that SoCo can publish this entry in the Road Show DVD and on the SoCo
Competition Website: q Yes q No
Please return this entry (Cheque for £2.00 enclosed):
Declaration: I/we accept the conditions of entry to this competition and understand
I/we are responsible for copyright clearance on all sound and visual material used in
this entry.
Signed:
……………………………………………
Date:
……………………………………………
Please send your entry by 31st July 2018 to:
John Simpson, 9 Ford Down Lane, Henley, Buckland Newton, Dorchester, DT2 7BW.
Phone 01300 345401 - Email johnsimpson57@yahoo.co.uk
Show and Presentations: Saturday 2pm, 8th September 2018
The Centenary Club, 21 Jubilee Close, Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 7BG

Entry Form for Dolphin Competition 2017 - Closing date 31st July 2018
Entry Category [Please indicate X]
q Club Entry
qClub Member Entry

qIAC Member Entry

Title of Film:
Name:
IAC No:
Address:

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Post Code:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Telephone: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Email:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Club:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Description that can be used in the programme:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Format: q Blu-rayq DVD
qMemory Stick q Download (please provide YouTube
or Vimeo URL) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Aspect ratio: q 16:9 q4:3 q Letterbox
Colour: q Colour q B&W
Audio: q Mono q Stereo
I/we agree that SoCo can publish this entry in the Road Show DVD and on the SoCo
Competition Website: q Yes q No
Please return this entry (Cheque for £2.00 enclosed):
Declaration: I/we accept the conditions of entry to this competition and understand
I/we are responsible for copyright clearance on all sound and visual material used in
this entry.
Signed:
……………………………………………
Date:
……………………………………………
Please send your entry by 31st July 2018 to:
John Simpson, 9 Ford Down Lane, Henley, Buckland Newton, Dorchester, DT2 7BW.
Phone 01300 345401 - Email johnsimpson57@yahoo.co.uk
Show and Presentations: Saturday 2pm, 8th September 2018
The Centenary Club, 21 Jubilee Close, Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 7BG

Entry Form for Baby Dolphin Competition 2017 - Closing date 31st July 2018
Entry Category [Please indicate X]
q Club Entry
qClub Member Entry

qIAC Member Entry

Title of Film:
Name:
IAC No:
Address:

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Post Code:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Telephone: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Email:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Club:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Description that can be used in the programme:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Format: q Blu-rayq DVD
qMemory Stick q Download (please provide YouTube
or Vimeo URL) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Aspect ratio: q 16:9 q4:3 q Letterbox
Colour: q Colour q B&W
Audio: q Mono q Stereo
I/we agree that SoCo can publish this entry in the Road Show DVD and on the SoCo
Competition Website: q Yes q No
Please return this entry (Cheque for £2.00 enclosed):
Declaration: I/we accept the conditions of entry to this competition and understand
I/we are responsible for copyright clearance on all sound and visual material used in
this entry.
Signed:
……………………………………………
Date:
……………………………………………
Please send your entry by 31st July 2018 to:
John Simpson, 9 Ford Down Lane, Henley, Buckland Newton, Dorchester, DT2 7BW.
Phone 01300 345401 - Email johnsimpson57@yahoo.co.uk
Show and Presentations: Saturday 2pm, 8th September 2018
The Centenary Club, 21 Jubilee Close, Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 7BG

Ever since the dawn of digital photography there have
been predictions that there will come a time when there
will be no longer any need for separate cameras to shoot
still images and moving images. The two shall become one
in a single unit. The challenge for designers and
manufactures was, what form will this device take? Will it
look like a still camera or like a movie camera?
Early camcorders took the long, thin form of their
predecessors, the cine camera. Whilst the still cameras
kept the same form and only replaced the film with a
sensor. Initially the camcorder could shoot poor quality
still images because of its small sensor sizes and limited
pixel resolution. Whilst the digital still cameras had
limited resolution and limited file size for video. So if you
were a photographer that wanted to shoot both high
quality video and still images, you still had to buy two
cameras as you did in the film days.

To get a feel for what this race up the resolution scale
means, consider the now lowly High Definition resolution
of 1920 by 1080 pixels as the base resolution and that it
provides roughly a 2Mpixel still image. Now 4K is a
doubling of both the horizontal and vertical resolutions to
3840 by 2160 pixels, or roughly a 8Mpixel still image.
Now consider 8K resolution which is a doubling of the
horizontal and vertical resolutions of 4K, or roughly a
32Mpixel still image. So surely you would think that
cameras with 8K resolution would achieve the aim of
providing a device that was equally capable of making
very high quality still and moving images? Surely there is
no need to go to 16K which would result in 128Mpixel still
images?

As far as the camera form factor goes, at present the
still camera form is winning over the camcorder form. The
mirror less, interchangeable camera is winning over the
Then came along the DSLRs, the Nikon D90 and the DSLR and the computerisation of photography is winning
Canon 5D Mk II, and suddenly a smallish SLR form factor over all.
camera could shoot high quality, High Definition video. It
Ian Simpson
is reported that Canon included this HD video capability as
an after thought, thinking that professional
photographers in remote locations might like to shoot
short video segments to augment their still images. Little
did Canon appreciate that they had started a revolution
within the semi-professional cinematographers who saw
they now had access to relatively cheap cameras that
rivaled professional gear, gear that was orders of
magnitude dearer and much more complex and heavy
than their DSLR. The Indie video scene was revitalised.
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However, technological progress ran on further, soon
High Definition was replaced by 4K resolution and more
recently by 8K resolution.
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If you are interested in making films why not come
along to one of our meetings at the Canoe Club, Frome.
Frome Film and Video Makers held their open video We meet every two weeks. Visit our web site:
http://fromevideo.webs.com
competition at the Catholic Hall in Park Road recently.
The thirty six movie's entered from all over the
country, provided an entertaining evening for the
audience.
Representatives from other clubs included,
Weymouth, Orpington, Stains, Devizes, and West Wilts.
The Films were entered in various categories, but the
overall Winner was, Miracle on the Mantlepiece. Made by
Tim Stannard of Staines Video Makers This showed what
may be happening on your mantlepiece at on Christmas
Eve.
Using green screen, animation, and computer skills,
we saw Christmas cards come to life.
A large star on one card lit the scene, three snow men
sang carols, the characters in the snow on other cards
make their way to a cosy fireside scene for a warm. A very
clever film.
In the interval members wives served tea and coffee,
and provided a great Buffet.

FF&VC Chairman, Ernie Mckenna presenting the
cup to Mr Stannard
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Teign Film Makers Club
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The first meeting of Teign Film Makers Club (TFMC) in
January 2018 was a social one when members met for
lunch. It has become customary to begin the new year
with this informal get together and, once more, it was a
great success.

record and all were of a high standard with many different
subjects.

On Monday 26th February, TFMC held the 4 minute
competition and once again there was a strong entry. The
film ‘Villa Romana’, by Ivan Andrews, was adjudged by the
At the first club house meeting Chairman, Ivan audience to be the winner.
Andrews, welcomed members back after the break and
After the coffee break a further two non-competition
following a quick recap on preparing scripts for films were shown. One from Betty Nott, a mystery film
documentaries, members were ready for the evenings made with her granddaughter, and one by Mike Perrem
practical exercise.
about robins nesting in his garden.
Two groups each prepared ideas and scripts for two
The meeting, of Monday 12th March, began with a
different films. These scripts were then read during a short film by Roger Western about the effects of setting
screening of the relevant film.
the various manual settings on cameras rather than
The groups were given free rein to produce a shooting just on auto.
commentary. One group chose the more traditional route
Several members brought their cameras along and
of a straightforward dialogue about their visit to National practised using them as well as taking part in a question
Trust property Dunham Massey. The second group and answer session.
described a heinous plot of evil pirates who brainwashed
Following the refreshment break, members were
a group of parents and children at their Pirates Day event
treated to two films brought along by new members
at Killerton, also a National Trust property.
Ewelina Borkowska and Dave Johnson and to complete
The evening also saw the setting of the 28 day the evening we watched two films from the Ringwood
challenge to produce a short film from scratch within 28 Group in Australia, with whom the club has an exchange
days including an umbrella in the production(s) and, to programme.
complete the meeting, a film by member Caron Parke
The final March meeting featured the Film That Tune
about her visit to Nicaragua recorded on her mobile
competition. There were a total of seven films entered
phone.
and the winner was ‘Ying Tong’ by Peter Hiner. Yes, based
The next meeting, on Monday 29th January, gave on the Goons song.
members the chance to learn more about film editing and
Part of the evening was also used to discuss the 2018
to raise any questions they had.
club project.
Peter Hiner gave an illustrated talk about the
On Monday 9th April, Teign Film Makers Club were
mechanics and ‘rules’ of editing both sound and images.
joined by members of the Tiverton Camcorder Club for a
This was followed by a practical demonstration by real treat when Phil Hooper, a Sky director/cameraman,
Ivan Andrews of how he edits his footage using his gave a very interesting presentation about his work. It was
programme of choice.
agreed by all that Phil’s visit was a great success and Ivan
Both of these sessions resulted in queries and Andrews thanked both him and Tiverton club members
questions from the members present and provided lively for making the evening such an entertaining one.
discussions on the subjects.
With two months left before the Summer break,
At the first February meeting, club members came up members look forward to more competitions, award
trumps when a total of ten films from eight members presentations and the progression of the club project.
were entered into the 28 day challenge. This set a new
Roger Western&

Weymouth Movie Makers Penny Cup 2018

WEYMOUTH MOVIE MAKERS

I am a member of two film making clubs; Wimborne
Moviemakers and Weymouth Movie Makers

Last year I put a film in for the Penny Cup as a member
of Wimborne Moviemakers but I never expected to be
organising the competions the following year. It is a pleasant surprise, and so far has been very enjoyable recieving
peoples films through the door.
The results of the Penny Cup will be anounced at The Centinary Club, 21 Jubilee Close, Weymouth, DT4 7BG. On
Saturday 12th May 2pm. We will be showing a selection of the films including the top three. If entrants do come,
please let it be known to us on the day and we will make sure your film is shown.
There have been a lot entries which have been of very good quality, members of the Weymouth Movie Makers
have judged the Competion this year and I have combined their comments into one positive appraisal for each film.
Of course myself and other members of Weymouth Movie Makers are not allowed to take part but there are plenty
of other ways to let our films be seen by a wider audience. I came to the amateur movie making scene three years ago
as a YouTuber who wanted to learn more about modern digital photography and film making. I am still learning! But
the social side of being involved with film clubs is the best bit, meeting lots of wonderful people.
John Simpson

I once read a scientific piece on how the eye of a
creature came to be developed from that of utter
blindness, a crude sensor, if you will, to possessing crude
sight. Quite how the scientists involved were able to
resolve this was, I think, with a mix of deduction and
probability, rather than step-by-step scientific discovery.
However, it seemed to make sense inasmuch as
cognitive reasoning often leads to an intuitive path of logic.
The odd thing about mankind is his randomness
when ‘deciding’ that we ought to do something about x, y
or z. We landed on the moon before we had wheels on
suitcases that weighed a ton, which begs the question, is
mankind weakening muscularly owing to scientific
progress? Video cameras per se, have been around a long
time, but to be fair, they have never before been so small.
My first camera was worn in much the same manner as a
large parrot. It weighed about 6 lbs (not the parrot, the
camera) and produced, what I thought to be stable
pictures, so-much-so that people remarked on how
steady they were … i.e. compared with their handheld
productions, but nobody dashed off and invented the
stabiliser back then.
With the advent of improved videography, or as I like
to refer to it, cinematography, it suddenly became
desirable to copy Hollywood. I blame clubs like yours and
mine, the IAC, YouTube, author/videographer Alan
Wallbank, who travels around to clubs to show them how
it’s done (thank you Alan) and computer animation, as in
Ken Burns moves. We most certainly must touch our
forelock, saluting the incredible work done by computer
programmers who have provided mere novices, like me,
with the means to produce work well beyond amateur
level. Incidentally, we owe the zoom lens to an amateur
optics hobbyist Peter Barlow, 1834, who came up with the
idea and then went on to prove his theory. A
brilliant mathematician, most people have heard of a
Barlow lens, if they have ever owned a halfway decent
telescope.
To move on, it was our mythical creature being
without a neck that produced the eye’s mobility from
being a fixed sensor to that of swivelling in all directions …
how damnably clever! Wait … wait … it gets better! It
then became ‘stable eyes-d’.
The golden rule of both editing and indeed, all camera
work, is to stay within the bounds of the human eye and
body’s mobility. A slow zoom is when we walk towards or
away from something, which is quite acceptable. We
cut from picture to picture by swivelling our eyes rapidly
and blinking as we do so … we blink every time … oh yes
we do! We open a blank door to reveal a new scene.
Lastly, whatever we view is pretty stable for any given
human activity, even when we run. It has to be that way
for us to survive, to hunt small prey, to maintain a
focussed image.

For those of you with near-professional video cameras
with large lenses and sensors, and the many
videographers who choose to use DSLR’s with even larger
lenses and sensors, we have many options. Some of us
prefer to obtain a high level of Bokeh (very shallow depth
of field), which eliminates the puerile antics of little boys
and men in the background trying to spoil your shot. If
you have a steady hand, it may still not prove enough to
prevent the auto focus from hunting. When in a crowd,
you cannot easily use a tripod and even a monopod is
likely to be kicked; throughout the world, some people
indulge in camera support kicking as a form of sport.
Our cameras need to be stabilised in order to focus
accurately and maintain focus. Many of us allow the
camera to focus and then switch to manual focus, but you
still need a steady picture to focus accurately. When my
video camera attains sharp focus, it outlines the image
with yellow and it only takes a very small camera
movement for that facility to disappear until it is once
again completely still, so a stabiliser is a must, if a tripod
is unsuitable.
Once we amateur videographers were made to realise
that a steady picture is a sign of professionalism, and
weighty cameras were no longer the inthing, manufactures found a market in producing
stabilisers.
a) With the advent of large scale integration becoming
possible, as in integrated circuits (chips), cameras became
smaller and lighter for the average family man to handle,
pop into his pocket or the corner of a knapsack, or even in
his good lady’s handbag … my late wife’s handbag was so
heavy, she didn’t notice. Professional cameramen had
no interest in this turn of events, initially.
b) Why is the serious videographer now willing to walk
around with a bag filled with a stabiliser weighing 8 times
more than his camera? Because, to the serious
videographer a stable picture is so important it’s a must.
c) The most effective method of in-camera
stabilisation is already here … the gimbal mounted lens. It
is equally as good as any external stabiliser when it comes
to locking onto an image, but it doesn’t know what is or
isn’t level. Like most present day stabilisers, it will not
compensate for the camera being moved in the vertical
plane. However, it will react far more quickly than you
can move the camera. By the way, never deliberately
shake a camera with a gimbal mounted lens just to let
your friend hear it rattle … yes they do.

I have a Sony PJ 530 E, which boasts an optical
stabiliser claimed to be fifteen times more effective than
an internal camera-borne electronic image stabiliser …
and it is. The shots it produces with my suffering old age
and shaking like a leaf, are rock steady, until you get to the
very end of its zoom lens’s travel … rarely used, as the
definition goes off the boil at full stretch. This is typical of
If you point your camera out of a moving train window lenses with a large range i.e. > 12x.
at things approaching it, when on auto focus, your camera
For those videographers who have never had the
will not and cannot focus on anything. If you fit it with a pleasure of using a camera with a gimbal mounted lens
fish-eye lens, it won’t have to focus … our eyes are fish- and witnessed its effectiveness, it is unlikely that they will
eye lenses and the focussing takes place on the inside of a have thought outside this particular box. What we need
sphere, our eyeball. Wide angle lenses produce steady is a small, self levelling camera, contained within a
pictures with consummate ease … so we don’t really need gimballed frame. Put in other words, the frame is a
stabilisers in that case. Yet most prefer to.
permanent fixture around the camera and we need to
purchase this combination as a single unit. In this way,

large lenses may be accommodated with appropriate With ’silent’ light instead of ’noisy’ electron flow, coupled
adjustments. Both the camera and stabiliser would with the introduction of DNA memory chips and all within
the next two decades, the camera and its stabilisation will
be autonomously set up at the touch of a button.
I believe such a camera/stabiliser combination will be unimaginably different and further refined. The only
bring us back on track. It would also provide us with a regret I have is that I won’t live to see it.
The odd thing about mankind is, despite his scientific
system of controls that are suitable for operating with our
fingers and not the tip of a ball point pen. In practical advancements made over eons of time, we still have the
terms, if cameras get any smaller, we will need to control carpenter and the bricklayer, the horologist and
spring powered mechanical watches, the lens and the L.A.
them remotely.
For the serious videographer/professional, we battery, the spark plug and wheels galore. Where
need ‘bedstead’ sized stabilisers to be eliminated. They videography is concerned, the limiting factor is the human
are ungainly, unsuitable for use in a crowd, a pain to carry eye, for it can only resolve about 25 lines per millimetre.
around and fiddly to set up. Even £500-worth of DSLR For those of us who manufacture lenses, it is truly a very
stabiliser will not accommodate a lens change any too crude device.
easily, nor will it accommodate zooming to compose a
picture. Now, a Sony X70, if mounted in a stabilising
frame, would accommodate zooming and would likely
weigh no more than 5 lbs. total, if mounted in a carbon
fibre stabilising frame. For the serious videographer, I
believe cameras must have some bulk > 1 lb. of mass.

We used to struggle with film and then tape
recorders, but no longer. We will probably look back to
this time and wonder why we ever bothered when we
have laser technology able to produce an interactive
image in the middle of the room, virtual imaging, 3D T/V
etc. Did you know that 16K imaging is already with us and
that they are speaking about 32K for cinemas? The
question is, will we notice the difference? I doubt it,
unless by direct comparison. There will be little demand
for imaging beyond 4K in the home or your club
in practical terms.

Sony sensors are probably the most advanced in the
world and most manufacturers use them in their cameras.
The size of the photodiodes they contain are slowly being
reduced, allowing evermore to be squeezed into a given
area, but even Sony with its incredible expertise has a
I’m as happy to have a camera that will
problem with the largest full frame sensors and many are
rejected through imperfections; the reason for their being produce beautifully clear pictures, as the next
videographer, but there is nothing like having a neat,
so expensive.
Engineering progress is often hampered by nature’s effective package and I would definitely prefer a truly
barriers and is the reason why we now use multiple effective integral stabiliser/camera combination unit for
microprocessors working together to obtain the desired the large lensed camera. For me, that would be the bee’s
processing speed. Yet, the future holds a big quantum knees.
leap, as we will be using coherent light (laser) arriving in
or out of phase to produce ones and zeros of binary.

Dave Jones. IWVCC.
P.S. Is your bicep growing too?

The dissolution of FAMM on the first of May 218, which was a federation of moviemaking clubs in Australia, not a
federation of movie makers, raises the question: what is the future of a moviemaking club in the modern world?
Before the arrival of social media, attending a club was the best way to enhance your skills in your hobby; to meet
like minded people; to learn from them firsthand and to provide a forum for you to exhibit your movies. For the
competitive minded movie makers, a club provided the entrance to the many club, national and international
competitions.
Sad to say but social media and Internet interrogations can supply and support most of these needs, except that
of face-to-face social contact. It is interesting that most of the Internet hobby groups still have activities on their
programmes where the members can meet each other in the flesh and participate in a group activity.
So it seems for hobby clubs, such as a movie making club, to exist in the future there needs to be more activities
whether they are excursions to picturesque places, team shoots to a script, or combined clubs activities. It is for this
reason that it is extremely important that combined clubs meetings continue but it is also timely to re-ask the
question; what do we want out of a combined clubs meeting?
The meeting began because the then three clubs leaders thought it was a good idea to share our knowledge and
love of the hobby of movie making and to provide a forum to see and discuss our members’ movies. Those needs still
exist and are even more important with the loss of the coordination function of a national body. However, do we need
to add more to the combined clubs programme? For example:
Do we keep the current one day programme and add extra activities on extra days?
Do we change the current one day meeting to a weekend event?
Do we introduce an inter-clubs’ annual competition with a perpetual trophy?
Do we have combined clubs shoots to a script and pool our equipment and knowledge,
Do we have movie nights were each club is responsible for preparing and showing a programme of their members’
videos?
Ian Simpson

WWW.

You may have seen this previously but good to watch
again if so.
https://player.vimeo.com/video/107995891

All these videos are related to the use of green screen
in moviemaking and show what a long way we have come.
And makes one think, can we believe anything we see on
screen any more!
A fascinating look at real time composting. Green
screen taken to a new level.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gZWna6RnCA

Enter the human brain

Another but even more complicated

https://vimeo.com/173905411

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjDTsfkJaQQ

Slippery (Controlled)!
https://www.youtube.com/embed/rv7dGhj5UlA

This one is incredible. How much time do they take to
create the backgrounds and in post production I wonder.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qw-Ug9GnXe0

When Vladimir Putin cuts off our gas supply in the UK,
How will we keep warm?
Please watch this video and find out.
https://youtu.be/RhwAvXDlKn8

This one takes a look at how simplly things can be
done on a budget.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIO3vMsiS9c
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